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In this Winter 2016/7 edition we’ll
be exploring some of the most
treasured gems in the Austrian Alps.
We feature the Tyrolean greats of
St. Anton am Arlberg, Kitzbühel,
Sölden, Ischgl and the Wilder Kaiser
and take a tour of the Hintertux
Glacier (Emotions in White) 3,250
Metres above sea level.
We have a special feature on the
City of Gold, the capitol of the
Tirol Innsbruck and talk winter
beauty tips, with Jennifer Jane from
England.
Austrian Après Ski is special. In this
issue we see why; so here’s to a
warm Tyrolean hospitality. Here’s to
Weiss beer, Music, Laughter and Life
in the Austrian Tirol!
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The 2016/2017 Winter
Season in St. Anton
am Arlberg
New cable cars inter-link all ski resorts on the Arlberg making
the Arlberg Austria’s largest inter-connected ski resort
Photo: The new Flexenbahn lift at
Arlberg and similarly new Trittkopfbahn
cable cars connect St. Anton with Zürs
as from the 2016/2017 winter season.
Picture courtesy of: Ski Arlberg

The ski season in St. Anton am Arlberg
gets off with a bang in December 2016:
three new cable car systems will connect
all ski resorts on the Arlberg - turning
it into Austria’s largest inter-connected
ski area with a total of 305 kilometres
of marked runs and 87 lift and cable
car systems. The Arlberg-Arena then
extends from St. Anton in Tyrol to Lech
and Zürs, as well as Warth and Schröcken
in Vorarlberg. As one of Austria’s most
classic ski resorts, St. Anton attracts
winter sports enthusiasts from all over
the world. Away from the regular marked
slopes, snow-sport lovers are lured by
200 kilometres of backcountry terrain
between the 2,811 metre high Valluga
Peak, Schindlerkar and Valfagehrjoch,
the Rendl area and Albonagrat Ridge.
St. Anton heralds the start of a winter
full of events with a season-opening
extravaganza featuring the music and
show talent duo, Rea Garvey and Gregor
Meyle. Events include, for example, the
“Ski-Show”, iconic race, “The White Thrill”
and the “New Orleans meets Snow”
music festival. Furthermore, the Tyrolean
“Global Village” is also a member of “Best
of the Alps”, a consortium of the twelve
top ski resorts in the Alps.
www.stantonamarlberg.com

PHOTOGRAPH BY Josef Mallaun

The rise to becoming Austria’s
largest inter-connected ski
resort
All made possible by the new 1.8
kilometre long Flexenbahn between
Stuben/Rauz and Zürs and the two
Trittkopfbahnen lifts. By linking St. Anton
with Lech and Zürs as well as Warth und
Schröcken, the largest inter-connected
ski resort in Austria has been created. The
connection with Arlberg Area results in a
spectacular ski circuit, the “Run of Fame”.
Even proficient skiers will need a whole
day to ski the 65 kilometres of downhill
runs and 18,000 metres in altitude
difference from the southernmost point
in St. Anton/Rendl to Warth in the north
and back again. Access to the circuit is
possible from many different places; “Run
of Fame” info-points and special signage
ensure maximum fun on the slopes.
Tyrol’s only winter via
Ferrate: Highlight for ski tour
enthusiasts at 2,645 metres
On the rock with your skis strapped to
your back: the entrance to the Arlberg
winter via Ferrate - the only one of its kind
in Tyrol - can be found at 2,645 metres
above sea level near the top terminal of
the Riffel II chairlift in the Rendl region,
high above St. Anton. A steel cable runs
through this entire ridge traverse route,
which is particularly appreciated by ski
touring enthusiasts for its scenic beauty:
weather permitting, views extend over
the entire Verwallgruppe Mountain Range
and Lechtal Alps - sometimes even as far
as South Tyrol. After the climb, skiers can
enjoy a fabulous downhill run through
open terrain. In addition to skis or a
snowboard for the downhill run to the
valley, climbing equipment with a belt,
carabiner and touring boots are absolutely

necessary. Professional accompaniment is
recommended for this tour, with a guide
from one of the local ski schools.
Ski Show „Schneetreiben – Driving
Snow“ – A journey through time
with firework display
The slope in front of the Karl Schranz
Stadium in St. Anton am Arlberg is
transformed into an über-dimensional
screen every Wednesday evening. Giant
images projected onto the slope with
brilliant 3D effects and a firework display
create an extraordinary stage for 150
actors to demonstrate the historical
developments of skiing in an impressive
time-lapse performance. The premiere
takes place on 30th December 2016, after
which the 45 minute „Schneetreiben“
ski show will be performed every
Wednesday at 21 hrs from 4th January
onwards. The show is hosted by St. Anton
am Arlberg Tourist Board, together with
the Arlberger Bergbahnen Cable Car Co
and Skischule Arlberg; admission is free.
Arlberg New Year’s Concert on
3rd January 2017
St. Anton starts the New Year in classic
style: The traditional, annual Arlberg
New Year’s Concert takes place on 3rd
January at 17.30 hrs in the World Cup
Hall at ARLBERG-well.com. Conducted
by Prof. Dr. Rudolf Streicher, President
of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra
and honorary citizen of St. Anton, the
musicians of the Vienna Ambassade
Orchestra promise a fine performance.
Ladies First Feel-Good Weeks
The ladies will be in the spotlight again
from the 7th to 28th January 2017, when
it is time again for “Ladies First!”. During
these “Feel good” weeks, female winter
sports lovers are spoilt both on and off
the piste with an array of services and
numerous discounts. This can also be
combined with the “Powder Snow Week”
discounts, which are available for men
during the same period.
Winter 2016/17
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New Orleans meets Snow from
7th to 9th April 2017
The focus will be on soul, blues, funk and
jazz in this Tyrolean holiday resort in April:
With live concerts in the village streets
and ski slopes of St. Anton, musicians and
diverse bands will be adding a healthy
dose of southern flair from 7th to 9th
April. The “New Orleans meets Snow”
Festival has enticed the Austrian jazz elite
to Arlberg for a fourth time in succession
now. The highlight of this year’s line-up will
be the “Blues Night” again on Saturday
evening, with the Markus Linder Blues
Band and a star guest from New Orleans.
The iconic ski race for top skiers:
“The White Thrill” on 22nd April 2017
Extreme winter sport competition: The
mass start from the Valluga Ridge attracts
thousands of winter sports enthusiasts
from all over the world every year to St.
Anton am Arlberg. The “White Thrill”
is one of the toughest ski races in the
world in which more or less anyone can
participate, although many know from
experience: This nine kilometre long race
is not suitable for everyone. The mass start
with 555 contestants, pitfalls of the bumpy
Kandahar-Piste and a 150 metre interim
ascent take even the ski pros to their limits.

Horizontal and vertical: Sports
and “arl.rock” Climbing Centre
Tennis, volleyball, squash, bowling,
climbing, bouldering: Sports lovers can
also train in winter at the Sport and
Climbing Centre “arl.rock” in St. Anton
am Arlberg. Highlights, in the truest sense
of the word, include the many climbing
possibilities: up to 30 diverse outdoor
routes in varying levels of difficulty, 80
square metres of indoor bouldering
facilities and 70 climbing routes in grades
3 to 9 are all waiting to be conquered.
Little snowmen having big fun – children
can use the lifts for Euro 10 per season
Children born from 2009 only pay 10
Euros for the “Snowman Card” season lift

pass, enabling them to take advantage
of all the slopes St. Anton has to offer, all
winter long for a tiny price.
Leave your car at home and save
the environment
St. Anton am Arlberg’s railway station is
right in the centre of town and all main
international express trains stop here.
Skiers, in fact, don’t actually need a car in
the entire holiday region: Regular shuttle
buses operate between the villages of St.
Anton as well as throughout the entire
holiday region. Those staying directly in
St. Anton am Arlberg can make the most
of the convenient location and access
everything on foot.

ST. ANTON AM
ARLBERG

SKI, EAT, PARTY, REPEAT

BASECAMP . Kandaharweg 13 . 6580 St. Anton .

basecampstanton
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In Austria’s
largest ski region
Lech, Zürs, Stuben, St. Christoph and St. Anton am Arlberg:
the birthplace of alpine skiing is once again making skiing
history. Thanks to four new lift systems opening in December
2016, it will be Austria’s largest linked-up ski area. A portrait
of the region, which has shaped the development of ski
history like none other.
87 lifts and cable cars, 305 kilometres of marked ski runs, 200 kilometres of deep snow
runs in back country terrain. Numbers that speak volumes. They outline the unparalleled
dimensions that ski aficionados have always appreciated about Arlberg. And it is not only
its dimensions that make Austria’s number 1 ski region so incredibly fascinating. On the
contrary, its sheer epicness is combined with an omnipresent, lively enthusiasm for the two
“planks”, which have always meant the world to those in St. Anton, St. Christoph, Stuben,
Zürs and Lech. An almost cult-like devotion to skiing has fed the Arlberg Myth. The
birthplace of champions to this day, where big names from Ski Club Arlberg have garnered
an incredible 83 medals at various Olympic Games and World Championships.

Ski Arlberg Merger: the realisation of
a great dream.
The perfect landscape, inspired by ski-loving
people. It seems almost logical that the Zürs
folk should be the ones to build Austria’s
first drag lift. The first cableway designed for
winter use was built at Galzig in St. Anton
in 1937. The often-asked question by loyal
friends of the Arlberg is almost as traditional
as ski sport itself. Will the ski areas ever
interconnect? Together with “Ski Arlberg”,
the whole region has been one of the most
attractive composite ski-pass networks in
the Alps for years. However, the final step
of creating a connection between east and
west remained an unfulfilled dream. Until
recently. It is now going to come true. The
cable car connection is coming and will
go into operation in time for the 2016/17
winter season. Four new lifts are being built
in order to finally realise the seemingly
impossible. Flexenbahn, Trittkopfbahn I and
II, as well as Albonabahn II are the names of
the new links that will linked-up Ski Arlberg,
making it Austria’s largest ski area.
____________________________________

Zürs am Arlberg: exquisite, prominent
ski hideaway
Small, exclusive Zürs is tucked away behind
the Flexen-Pass, flanked by snowy-white
mountain slopes. It is considered to be a hot
spot for the international jet set, who have
appreciated the Hotel Village as a discrete
winter domicile for decades. Thanks to its
wide, treeless, deep snow slopes, it is a prime
destination for traditional off-piste skiing.
This village of only 150 inhabitants is home to
a hangar for adventurous heli-skiing tours unique in Austria. Accompanied by an expert

guide, experienced winter sports enthusiasts
can savour extraordinary backcountry
moments during these tours. Above all, Zürs
promises its guests exquisite hotel comforts
of the highest standards against a stunning
alpine backdrop. A guaranteed treat for all
the senses.

can look back on a long history of major
milestones. Herdsman, Heinrich Findelkind,
built a refuge here for hikers seeking shelter
from the weather in the 14th Century,
thereby laying the foundation stone for the
charitable Brotherhood of St. Christoph, an
institution that today boasts of almost

www.lechzuers.com

20,000 members worldwide, including
crowned heads of state. The Hospiz,
which has long been a top-class hotel of
international repute, was the founding site
of Ski-Club Arlberg (1901), now one of the
largest and most traditional ski clubs in
the Alps. So it comes as no surprise that
this small town with its ca. 25 buildings
has always played a central role in the
development of alpine skiing and the
Austrian ski instructor scene. The Federal
Ski Academy based opposite the Hospiz is
a recognised teaching institution of State
Ski Instructor and Trainer Education. And
development never stops: with Europe’s
highest contemporary art and concert hall,
arlberg1800 opening in 2015, St. Christoph
offers high culture in the truest sense of the
words, in addition to ski sport.

____________________________________

Stuben am Arlberg: All idyllic, dreamy
home from home
Idyllic, dreamy, yet characterised by
unobtrusive, qualitative development:
Stuben on the west side of Arlberg has
remained a village, one that exudes
quiet comfort. This utopia makes the
hometown of ski pioneer Hannes Schneider
particularly popular with families. Lovers
of untouched deep snow slopes come
here, as do pleasure skiers, who will find a
snow playground until late spring on Mount
Albona, one of the most northern slopes
of the Alps. In recent years, the hotels and
restaurants of Stuben have continued to
invest in the expansion of services and
with it, their future. The cable car interconnection of all Arlberg ski resorts will
result in Stuben becoming a more popular
destination than ever for quality-conscious
winter sport lovers.
www.stuben.com
____________________________________

St. Christoph am Arlberg Exclusive,
seductive, top-spot
The highest village on the Arlberg, at
1,800 meters above sea level, located on
the border between Tyrol and Vorarlberg,

www.stantonamarlberg.com
____________________________________

St. Anton am Arlberg: dynamic,
sporty, winter classic
The Tyrolean mountain village of St. Anton
sustains ski culture of the highest level. The
principal village in the Stanzertal Valley is
home to legends of ski sport and venue of
the legendary Kandahar Race since 1928.
St. Anton hosted the Alpine Ski World
Championships in 2001 and the World
Cup circuit always returns to race at the
birthplace of alpine skiing. The combination
Winter 2016/17
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in austria’s largest ski region

of Tyrolean tradition and cosmopolitanism is what makes it
so very appealing. Despite a modern infrastructure, St. Anton
has retained its inimitable village charm - a special character
emphasised, however, by top architecture of international
calibre. Extraordinary cable car installations, the wellness
oasis ARLBERG-well.com in the village centre, arl.rock Sport
and Climbing Centre, the railway station, designer-hotels:
St. Anton presents itself as a cosmopolitan ski destination,
where innovation has long been part of its tradition. The
popular pedestrian zone offers chic shops and gastronomic
diversity. The start of the winter season is marked with an
opening event with music stars in the village centre. In any
case, the choice of events offered all year round is pretty
much unrivalled. The absolute highlight every year in April is
the “White Thrill”, a ski race with cult status that takes its 555
participants to their absolute physical limits.
www.stantonamarlberg.com
__________________________________________________

Getting Here: happiness is within easy reach
The Arlberg was a difficult to access mountain pass region
for centuries but, thanks to pioneering engineering, has been
easy to reach by both rail and car since the late 19th Century.
The inbound motorways from the east and west and railway
lines with stations at both St. Anton am Arlberg and Langen
ensure a stress-free journey. The rail link between Zurich and
Vienna stops here eight times a day. Guests from around
the world are comfortably chauffeured via transfer from the
nearby airports of Innsbruck, Friedrichshafen, Zurich and
Munich to their holiday home on the Arlberg.
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Ischgl
the Alpine lifestyle
metropolis

Ischgl in Tyrol’s Paznaun valley offers top quality, cross-border
snow fun in one of the largest continuous ski resorts in the
Alps as well as a high-calibre programme of entertainment
with new features every year. The highlights of this coming
season include the ‘Top of the Mountain’ concerts with
international music stars such as Robbie Williams, Rihanna,
etc., the ‘Shapes in White’ snow sculpture competition and the
20th ‘Chefs’ Trophy’. New in the 2016/17 season: the Ischgl
Skyfly, a Smuggler (Ski) Circuit with the iSki Ischgl app and the
redeveloped Flimjochbahn.

The location
The community of Ischgl with its
1600 inhabitants is the best-known
resort in the Paznaun winter sports
region of western Tyrol. It is located
at an altitude of 1377m in a sunny
mountain valley between the Silvretta
and Verwall peaks. The neighbouring
communities are Galtür, Kappl and See.

The ski resort
238 km of ideally prepared pistes with
guaranteed snow, endless freeriding
areas and one of Europe’s largest
continuous freestyle parks guarantee
a unique winter sports experience in
the Silvretta Arena from 24 November
2016 to 1 May 2017. 45 comfortable
lift and cable car facilities transport
guests from the centre to the cross-

border winter sports arena where
the pistes extend as far as the Swiss
Samnaun region. The two fun parks
can also be found in both the Austrian
and Swiss parts of the Silvretta Arena.
The Ischgl Snowpark for snowboarders
and freeriders is the ultimate Alpine
freestyling paradise and is divided into
three sections: the Kingsize, Public and
Beginner park offer endless kickers,
rails and quarter-pipes. New from
the 2016/17 winter season: with the
‘Ischgl Skyfly’, guests in the Silvretta
Arena now have a spectacular 2 km
alternative to the valley descent.
The new flying fox can transport two
courageous visitors at a time at up
to 85 km/h along two 50m parallel
cables, from the Silvrettabahn middle
station (1683 m altitude) down into the
valley and to the roof terrace of the
3-S Pardatschgratbahn valley station

(1376 m altitude). The redeveloped
Flimjochbahn cable car provides
comfortable journeys from the Idalp
to the Flimjoch. An app-based piste
chase follows three new smuggler
circuits in gold, silver and bronze. Here
winter sports fans can track down the
smugglers of the past in the border
region between Ischgl and Samnaun.
Good to know: the gold smuggler
circuit is one of the longest ski circuits
in the world with 35.7 km of pistes, 59
km of cable car travel and 6463m of
height difference. And best of all: there
are fantastic prizes to win each day if
you track the circuits through the ski
resort with the ‘iSki Ischgl’ app.
The day pass for the ski resort
costs € 48 euros. Children under 8
travel for free in the Silvretta Arena
when accompanied by an adult and
youngsters under 16 receive a child
Winter 2016/17
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discount. All information on the ski
price passes and discounts can be
found at: http://www.ischgl.com/de/
active/ski-winter/preise-betriebszeiten/
skipass-winter

Parking lounge reduces traffic
in town centre
Parking expressly permitted: local
inhabitants and guests will find a
modern parking lounge with 600
parking spaces along the B188 state
road. A 130m underground pedestrian
tunnel (the Prenner Tunnel) links to the
parking lounge and provides a direct
link to the 3-S-Pardatschgratbahn
cable car which transports guests up to
the 2600m Pardatschgrat in under 10
minutes (world record tricable gondola
lift with the greatest height difference
between the mountain and valley
stations: 1151m). A bus terminal is also
integrated into the transport concept.
As such, the local community has
reacted to the high numbers of skiers in
the district of Prenner in the mornings
and significantly relieved the pressure
on the town centre.

Top class entertainment
Aside from its sporting highlights, the
ski resort is also a showground for high
calibre events. The elite international
music scene gathers regularly for
the icing on the cake, the legendary
‘Top of the Mountain Concerts’ which

take place at the start of winter in the
town centre as well as at Easter and
the start of the season at 2300m on
the famous Idalp stage at the heart of
the ski resort. On 26.11.2016, German
pop-rock band PUR will be marking the
opening of the winter season 2016/17
with an explosion of super-hits before
an impressive mountain backdrop on
the open-air stage in Ischgl. Then in
January, the Silvretta Arena will be
transformed into a gigantic openair gallery. 10 international pairs of
artists will come together for five days
during the snow sculpture competition
‘Shapes in White’ to create meter-high
snow models on this year’s theme
of ‘Chefs’ Trophy’. The guaranteed
snow means that winter sports fans
can admire these unique pieces on
the pistes at close range throughout
the ski season. Guests will experience
a real marathon of events in April: in
addition to the ‘Top of the Mountain
Easter Concert’ on 16 April 2017 with
Andreas Bourani, the programme also

features the Gastronomy Ski World
Championships and the 20th ‘Chefs’
Trophy’. Ischgl is therefore a meeting
place for music stars and cookery
legends alike. Famous top chefs such
as Hans Haas, Johann Lafer and Rudi
Obauer will be battling it out in the
giant slalom and then the live cookery
competition on the legendary Idalp
stage, under the watchful eye of ‘chef
of the century Eckart Witzigmann.
The winter season will come to close
with the Top of the Mountain Closing
Concert on 30 April 2017.
One of the night-time highlights in
Ischgl is the 7km flood-lit toboggan run
which starts out from the Silvrettabahn
mountain station. It is open on
Mondays and Thursdays in good
weather from mid-December to midApril – the ideal tip for speed-loving
star-gazers!
More information at
www.ischgl.com/en
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Sölden:
The Hot Spot in the
Alps makes the most
of Winter Highlights
Sölden stands for ski slopes that stretch to the
eternal ice at 3340 m above sea level plus top
events in a row. 2016/17 winter guests can follow
the tracks of James Bond and visit the “Spectrecular” movie shooting locations. Further attractions
are the new Giggijoch mountain gondola and the
free Adrenalin Cup challenge.

Stylish mountain lift ride
Spending a holiday in one of the
Alps’ most renowned winter sport
resorts means prime skiing days on
146 kilometers of wide open ski slopes
spread over the Sölden ski area, easily
accessible right from the village center
leading up to 3340 m altitude. Among
Sölden’s undisputed shooting stars
and architectural highlights - like
the Gaislachkogl mountain gondola
and the ice Q gourmet restaurant is the newly built Giggijoch feeder
gondola with 10-person cabins going
into operation in the coming 2016/17
winter season. With a total hourly
capacity of 4500 people, it is the
world’s strongest monorope mountain
gondola: a new dimension in quality
and modern comfort! The base
station has a lifted access area with a
height of 13 meters, a true landmark
within the village. At the Giggijoch
top station (2283 m) an eye catching
foil-coated steel construction attracts
the skiers’ attention. Large and comfy
gondola cabins - 133 black ones and
one in red - promise a smooth lift ride
experience even in windy weather.

Adrenalin Cup: open to the
public

Not secret anymore: 007
shooting locations

Skiing and snowboarding ensures even
more fun if you can compete against
your family and friends. Everyone can
take part in the unrivaled Adrenalin
Cup, and it is free of charge from
the coming winter season onwards.
Ten exciting disciplines await action
fans within the giant Sölden ski area:
giant slalom, slalom, carving, mogul
piste, freeride, speed, mix race and
flight. The BIG3 Photo Rally takes
winter fans to the ski area’s highest
spot while winter walking on pristine
trails promises memorable off-piste
adventures. Fully automated videos
and fun photos plus electronic
rankings and personal record times
are available online if you enter your
skipass code. By collecting as much
points as possible, the best of every
category can win great prizes every
month and at the end of the winter
season.

Finally Sölden was allowed to lift
the veils of secrecy after the cinema
release of “Spectre”. James Bond and
the entire crew took part in the film
shooting in Sölden between January
and February 2015. Curious Agent
007 fans can discover the ski area on
the tracks of Daniel Craig and visit the
most famous movie shooting spots like
the ice Q panorama restaurant on top
of Gaislachkogl peak. In the movie the
futurist glass cube at 3048 m altitude
is a private hospital but in reality the
location is a gourmet temple serving
fine Alpine Cuisine on a panoramic
rooftop terrace - the BIG3 viewing
platform that offers uninterrupted
360-degree vistas of snow-topped
summits. The ski area’s highest
restaurant makes a perfect place for
a wonderful rest stop. Also non-skiers
can reach it effortlessly with the
state-of-the-art Gaislachkogl mountain
gondola - which can be seen several
times in the “Spectre” movie. Simply
take part in the high Alpine setting
for yourself! Further movie shooting

Winter 2016/17
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locations are the Glacier Road and the
Glacier Tunnel that links Rettenbach
and Tiefenbach Glaciers. Spectacular
chases with helicopters and range
rovers took place there.
BIG 3: Unique in all of Austria
It’s not a coincidence that the Bond
producers have chosen Sölden as a
location for the winter action scenes.
Top-quality infrastructures up to
the mountain peaks, absolute snow
reliability from October through May
and Austria’s biggest glacier ski area
on Rettenbach and Tiefenbach rank
among the undisputed attractions.
The glacier ski slopes served by 10
top modern ski lifts, cover 34.5 slope
kilometers already in the autumn
months. Additionally, Sölden is the
country’s only ski resort with three
skiable mountains, easily accessible
with mountain lifts, higher than 3000
meters - called the BIG3: Gaislachkogl
(3058 m), Tiefenbachkogl (3250 m)
and Schwarze Schneid (3.340 m)
promise both picture-book panoramic
views and challenging moments
for expert skiers. The Big 3 Rally, a
sightseeing tour of the whole ski area,

covers 50 kilometers and all three
BIG3 platforms on three different
peaks. Another endurance test is the
superb, 15 km long top-to-bottom ski
trail from Schwarze Schneid down to
the valley floor, boasting 1970 meters
of difference in altitude.
Typically Sölden: Top events in
a row
Like always, Rettenbach Glacier hosts
the first great winter event of the new
season. The Audi FIS Alpine Ski World
Cup Opening attracts all stars of the
Alpine skiing scene plus thousands of
fans to Sölden from 21 to 23 October
2016. This is the official kick-off event
at the Hot Spot in the Alps where
dancing, celebrating and partying is
the order of each winter day: Electric
Mountain Parties presenting top stars
of the Electric Dance Music scene
get together at Giggijoch’s Fun Zone
(when: 03 and 28 December, 20
January, 17 February, 17 March 2017).
On 06 and 07 April 2017, the party
series culminates in the 6th edition
of the Electric Mountain Festival, a
cult party and dance event for both
turntable artists and fans (line-up will

be announced). Holders of a valid
Sölden skipass enjoy free admission
to the concerts. Another highlight is
scheduled at the end of the winter
season in Sölden on 21 April 2017:
Hannibal - The Glacier Spectacle is
performed on the high Alpine glacier
stage of Rettenbach. A live stage play
with more than 500 actors, telling the
exciting story of Carthage’s Hannibal
and his crossing of the Alps. The
splendid choreography comprises
dancers, snow-grooming machines,
base jumpers, helicopters, skidoos,
paragliders, skiers etc. Tickets are
available online.

SÖLDEN FAST FACTS
_____________________________________
__________
Resort

1377 m

Slopes

1350 m to 3340 m

Lifts

33

Pistes

146 km

Six-day skipass	Off-peak season € 242
Peak season € 269
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STAMPERL

THE FINAL DESTINATION
Apres-ski at the Stamperl, the final destination at the bottom of the
Hahnenkamm, serving local beers and wines and fine traditional Austrian fayre.
Kitzbühel. Tel u. Fax: (+43) 5356-62 555
www.stamperl-kitzbuehel.at
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Kitzbühel in winter.

Kitzbühel
in winter.
Kitzbühel is a winter holiday destination
that offers traditional charm and
sophisticated flair in equal measure. The
most legendary city of sport in the Alps
has been successfully making skiing history
for 120 years, as its location and climate
provide the ideal environment. What’s more,
there are numerous events like the worldfamous Hahnenkamm race. Kitzbühel in
winter also offers plenty to do away from
the slopes, however.

The perfect stage for
“unlimited” skiing.
Easy access, long winters and a high chance
of snow set the Kitzbühel Alps apart. The
Kitzbühel ski area is nestled between
the Kitzbüheler Horn and Hahnenkamm
mountains in a favourable north-west facing
dip, guaranteeing snow from December to
April and skiing right down into the valley.
Even low levels of snow are enough to give
winter sports fans uninterrupted fun on the
slopes because of a unique feature of the
region – the mountains are covered in grass
up to 2000 metres.
Named the “World’s Best Ski Resort
2015”, Kitzbühel is the first non-glacier
ski resort to open in the winter season
and offers 180 days of skiing fun each
year. Ski enthusiasts can look forward to
68 beautifully groomed ski slopes in all
difficulty levels over a total length of 179
km. There are also 13 marked, groomed
ski routes covering a total distance of
36 km. Increased snow-making power
and additional snow-making on the
Kitzbüheler Horn will make skiing even
more enjoyable in winter 2016/17. All the
slopes are easy to access with 54 cable
cars and ski lifts: from gentle slopes to
rapid descents, such as the northern

face on the Steinbergkogel. The tricable
gondola lift takes skiers quickly and easily
from Kitzbühel to the mountains of Pass
Thurn, where snow is also guaranteed.

Snowsports à la carte: from
carving for fun to going
cross-country.
The variety of deep snow downhill slopes,
mogul slopes and opportunities for
carving either for fun or competitively
appeal to beginners and more experienced
skiers alike. For snowboarders and offpiste skiers there are 36 km of marked ski
routes through unspoilt countryside. The
easy-to-access off-piste areas with their
impressive deep snow slopes such as the
Bichlalm or the Zweitausender are best
explored with qualified ski and mountain
guides. Skaters and cross-country skiers
as well as winter hikers will find sporting
challenges in the hundreds of kilometres
of groomed cross-country skiing trails
and winter hiking trails round the Wilder
Kaiser. The high-altitude trail at 1,200 m on
Pass Thurn offers spectacular views and
guaranteed snow. All the cross-country
skiing trails in and around Kitzbühel are
free for visitors to use.

Enjoy the legendary Streif
racing piste up close –
World Cup skiing at the
highest level
The “Streif”, which is the most
spectacular downhill ski run in the world,
can also be used in winter. Anyone
wanting to follow in the footsteps of
the world’s best skiers, should be a
very experienced skier themselves,
however. The main sections, such as the
Mausefalle, Steilhang and Hausbergkante
are classified as “extremely difficult ski
runs” and are reserved for experienced
skiers. These difficult sections are
Winter 2016/17
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bypassed on the red family Streif ski route.
Beginners can try out the “Mini Streif”
which is an agility course at the foot of
the Hahnenkamm run. The real World Cup
atmosphere can be felt at Ganslernhang
piste which is one of the last remaining
classic World Cup slalom courses.

Enjoy, relax and explore –
even without skiing!
There are 56 cosy ski huts between
the Hahnenkamm and Resterhöhe
mountains, some of which can be easily
accessed by car without the need for
skiing equipment. They boast fantastic
sun terraces with beautiful views and
typical regional cuisine. Kitzbühel’s
legendary “après-ski mile” rounds off a
perfect day in the snow.
There are a range of other activities,
such as sledging, winter hiking and
snowshoe hiking, horse-drawn sleigh
rides and simply strolling through the
picturesque town centre which offer
a welcome alternative for those who
haven’t come to Kitzbühel for the skiing.

“Relaxed” Kitzbühel:
shopping, spa and Kitzbühel
hospitality.
Guests find the Mecca for winter sports
to be respectful of tradition as well as
sophisticated and chic yet chilled: guests
can find an urban flair in the little streets

of the 700-year-old historic centre or in
Kitzbühel’s top hotels, enjoy traditional
Tirol-style hospitality in the rustic Tirolean
inns and go on long shopping sprees in
the many international designer boutiques.
Kitzbühel’s range of spa treatments will
impress even the most well-travelled
visitors. Countless spas offer wellness
products and spa treatments that are
being continuously further developed
by highly-skilled experts. The fresh
mountain air also helps guests to reduce
stress and recharge their batteries.
Kitzbühel’s restaurants offer all types
of cuisine, from rustic local fare to
international haute cuisine. Multiaward-winning top chefs and fantastic
delicatessens alike will guarantee some
truly special culinary delights.
Night owls will not be disappointed
by the countless bars, nightclubs and
venues on offer either. Combining
entertainment, games and glamour
under one roof, the casino in the town
centre is also worth a visit.

Christmas, events and
winter highlights.
Alongside the range of winter sports on
offer, there are a great many other reasons
to visit Kitzbühel in winter. For instance,
Advent in Kitzbühel, the traditional
Christmas market in the town centre and
the New Year’s fireworks display on the

Rasmusleiten show Kitzbühel at its idyllic
and romantic best. Top events like the
Hahnenkamm Races and the Snow Polo
World Cup underline its sophisticated
and international side. One highlight
running throughout the winter season is
the Mercedes 4MATIC Experience, where
visitors can test drive the latest models
from the German car manufacturer.
For all the events at a glance, see:
www.kitzbuehel.com/en/events-lifestyle

Winter in Kitzbühel for all.
Kitzbühel remains a holiday destination
for all with its wide range of attractions
– for guests from Austria and abroad,
for VIPs and those not so much in the
spotlight, for passionate winter sports
fans, for culture vultures, for nature lovers,
for couples, single travellers and families.
The “Gamsstadt” and its surrounding
holiday villages have an attractive and
varied programme of winter activities
just for families and children – from
the wildlife park in Aurach and the
Aquarena swimming pool through to
special children’s skiing lessons, sledging
adventures and much more.
Whether you want a cosy B&B, a
family-friendly hotel or exclusive 5 star
luxury, Kitzbühel, with its wide range of
accommodation in every category, has
something to suit every visitor on their
winter holiday in the Alps.

Further information is available at www.kitzbuehel.com
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Winter/Summer
2017 highlights
in Kitzbühel
New Year fireworks with
ski show
The highlight of the New Year
celebrations in Kitzbühel always
takes place on 1 January when the
Rasmusleiten gives tens of thousands
of spectators the chance to enjoy an
extraordinary event free of charge. The
evening includes a torch-lit ski show by
the Kitzbühel ski schools, fire jumping,
music and, of course, the breathtaking
firework display by world champion
pyrotechnics expert Armin Lukasser.
Following the displays held in Reith (30
December) and Jochberg (31 December),
the event rounds off three successive
days of firework shows.
When:	1 January 2017, 5.30 p.m.
to 7.00 p.m.
Venue:
Rasmusleiten
Location:	Kitzbühel

15th Snow Polo World Cup
Kitzbühel sees in the New Year with
a winter sports event in a class of its
own. From 12 to 15 January, the Snow
Polo World Cup will take place on the
outskirts of the “Gamsstadt” for the 15th
time. The event is the world’s largest
polo tournament on snow and stands
out due to its elegant setting and the
excitement of watching this actionpacked equestrian sport being played by
eight teams. Admission is free.
When:
12–15 January 2017
Venue:
Münichau Stadium
Location: Reith
www.kitzbuehelpolo.com

From the legendary Hahnenkamm
Races to the Kitzbühel Film
Festival and the traditional
Advent celebrations in Kitzbühel,
the town offers one top event
after another with a diverse
mix of sport, culture and
entertainment.

77th Hahnenkamm Races
From 17 to 22 January 2017, the skiing
world will once again be whipped into
a Hahnenkamm frenzy. Every year, the
best downhill skiers in the world come
to Kitzbühel to celebrate the highlight
in the World Cup calendar. The Streif
racing piste, which is regarded as the
most spectacular downhill racecourse in
the world, always demands absolutely
everything of the skiers.
When:
17–22 January 2017
Venue:
Hahnenkamm
Location:	Kitzbühel
www.hahnenkam

30th Kitzbühel Alpine Rally
The Kitzbühel Alpine Rally is considered
one of the most beautiful classic car
events in the Alps. Year after year, classic
car fans flock to Kitzbühel from around
the world to enjoy this unique week. This
year, the Alpine Rally is celebrating its
30th anniversary.
When:
7–10 June 2017
Venue:
Hahnenkamm
Location:	Kitzbühel
www.alpenrallye.at

European Triathlon
Championship
Following the successful European
Triathlon Championship in 2014, the
Austrian Triathlon Association and
Kitzbühel have once again won the bid
to hold the European championship. The
most important triathlon event in Europe is
therefore returning to the most legendary
sports town in the Alps in 2017. Around
2,000 triathletes from 35 nations and
across all age categories are set to fight for
victory and the title of European champion
in the “Gamsstadt” from 15 to 18 June.
When:
15–18 June 2017
Venue:
Schwarzsee
Location:	Kitzbühel

22nd KitzAlpBike Mountain
Bike Festival
In June, the mountains around Kitzbühel
will be staging the unique KitzAlpBike
Mountain Bike Festival for the 22nd time.
Austria’s leading cycling event dedicates
five full days to mountain biking.
When:
17–25 June 2017
Venue:
Hahnenkamm
Location:	Kitzbühel
www.kitzalpbike.at/e

22nd Kitz on Wheels
In mid-July, Kitzbühel will once again
become a hotspot for fans of American
motorbikes and custom bikes when the
Kitzbühel Harley Club welcomes guests
to the 22nd Kitz on Wheels. During
this iconic weekend of motorcycling,
motorbike fans can enjoy good music,
cool drinks and endless partying in one
of the most beautiful regions in Austria.
When:
14–16 July 2017
Venue:
Town centre
Location:	Kitzbühel

5th Kitzbühel Film Festival
From 21 to 27 August, Kitzbühel will
be playing host to filmmakers from
around the world for the fifth time.
This film festival has particular charm
and is popular for both its outstanding
programme and the intimate atmosphere
created in Europe’s highest-lying cinema
at 1,670 metres.
When:

21–27 August 2016

Venue:

Town centre, Kitzbüheler Horn
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“City of
Gold”
in the middle of Olympia SkiWorld Innsbruck

Nine ski regions of the threefold Olympic City entice winter freaks
It was not at all by chance that
Innsbruck was selected as venue of the
1st Winter Youth Olympic Games 2012.
Thanks to the Olympic Games of 1964
and 1976 this vibrant city, enclosed
between impressive mountains, is
proud of its numerous competition
venues, its excellent slopes and its
perfect infrastructure. Nine ski and
snowboard regions, such as a familyfrienldy resort or the highest ski area
or even runs providing a real challenge
to snow freaks, represent Innsbruck’s
Olympia SkiWorld. As a visitor to
Innsbruck and the surrounding
holiday villages all you need to do is
choose and take a ride: comfortably,
ecologically aware and free of charge
with the ski bus shuttle.
They call it ‘the Kar’. This is how the
residents of Innsbruck refer to one of
the most challenging and steepest ski
runs in Europe. Boasting a gradient of
70%, the ski run from the Hafelekar
down to the Seegrube remains
reserved for the real pros. Once you
reach the top you can breathe in
magnificent views across the roof
tops of Innsbruck, glistening in the

sunlight. The Hafelekar forms part of
the Nordkette ski region and can be
reached directly from Innsbruck’s city
centre in just 20 minutes, by funicular
railway and cable car. The Seegrube
is situated just below the Hafelekar
at an altitude of approximately 1,900
metres. A popular chill-out arena for
sun worshippers, it is also a renowned
ski and snowboard area. A ‘Kids-Arena’
and numerous beginner’s slopes
provide a place to take it easy. The
more courageous snowboarders and
freestylers can kick back and absorb
the cool vibes of the Skylinepark
while revelling in the presence of
quite a few pros, not to mention the
perfect obstacles on offer, including
a floodlight system and an impressive
2000-watt sound system
(www.nordkette.com)
A stark contrast to all that excitement
is the ‘gentle giant’ opposite the
Nordkette, at the south of the city. The
Patscherkofel mountain served as the
venue for the men’s downhill three
times, namely during the Olympic
Winter Games of 1964 and 1976 and
the Youth Olympic Games in 2012.

Both the Olympia-Express and the
Patscherkofel cable car take the guests
to the slopes, while a floodlight system
enables night skiing and the Snowpark
Innsbruck makes freestylers’ hearts
beat faster. At the Kinderland, the little
ones are well cared for by qualified
and friendly child carers. By the way children up to the age of 10 can ski for
free when accompanied by a paying
adult with a day pass
(www.patscherkofelbahnen.at).
Just 12 km from Innsbruck, and in the
immediate vicinity of Patscherkofel, lies
the Glungezer mountain which entices
visitors with numerous slopes and a
breathtaking view over the Inn Valley.
The powder snow on the slopes is a
joy not only for alpine skiing but also
for ski touring. Glungezer is the ideal
spot to delight in the calming natural
atmosphere of the region, away from
all the hustle and bustle. A special treat
not to be missed here is the longest ski
run in Tyrol, over 15km in length
(www.glungezerbahnen.at).
Also very popular with families - and
famous for panoramic views over the
Inn and Wipp Valleys - stands the

Winter 2016/17
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Muttereralm ski region. Conveniently
accessed from Mutters and Götzens
it boasts fabulous runs down sunny
slopes. However, it’s not just the beauty
of the region that makes this spot a
hit with families, ticket prices prove
attractive as well. Kids up to the age of
15 can ski at substantially reduced rates
when accompanied by a paying adult
with a day pass (www.muttereralm.info).
Easy to average ski runs on slopes
with snow guaranteed as well as
marvellous views on Innsbruck are
awaiting winter sports enthusiasts
in the ski region Rangger Köpfl at a
mere 15 minutes’ drive from Innsbruck.
Ski enthusiasts will welcome the top
amenities the region has to offer,
including an 8-seater gondola cable
car, four T-bar lifts, and a snow park for
beginners. Those who want to take a
break from skiing can kick off their skis
and breathe in the pure, invigorating
air on a cleared mountain path. To
round off a great day on the slopes,
enjoy a relaxing rest at one of the many
comfortable and inviting ski lodges
(www.rangger-koepfl.at).
The Axamer Lizum ski resort is another
region with a celebrated Winter
Olympic connection: both skiers and
snowboarders come to enjoy the
many opportunities for deep snow
skiing in glistening powder snow, the
perfectly prepared slopes, the snow
park with its perfect infrastructure, the
numerous T-bar and chair lifts and the
“Olympiabahn” funicular railway. More
than 12,000 people are transported
here every hour, resulting in hardly
any queuing. Another bonus is the fact
that at Lizum both snow and genuine

hospitality are guaranteed, with the
‘Hoadlhaus’ providing an impressive
Panorama Restaurant that boasts a
fantastic 360 degree view over the area
(www.axamer-lizum.at).
Up, up the valley we go – heading for
the unrivalled heights of the Kühtai,
Austria’s highest ski region, apart
from the glacier areas. A truly special
spot, this small village located just 40
minutes away from Innsbruck, is often
referred to as a perfect winter paradise.
Staying here, you have the slopes
practically at your front door and can
leave the car safely parked away in the
garage. Leave behind the daily strain
and stress and enjoy an extensive
and diverse ski region, where snow
is guaranteed until well into spring,
featuring a wide range of lifts, rustic ski
lodges and night skiing twice a week.
And what’s more: the k-park Kühtai, a
true paradise for all freestylers since
the Winter Youth Olympic Games in
2012. (www.schneegarantie.at).
Schlick 2000 has become synonymous
with trendy winter sports, for it’s not
only the usual offerings of skiing,
carving and snowboarding available
here in the Stubaital Valley, but you
can also enjoy unusual fun activities
like tobogganing, cross country
skiing, winter hiking, paragliding and
much, much more. The ‘Kinderland’
kids park at the Stubai Ski School is
a favourite among young and adult
visitors, expertly catering for children
as young as 3 months old. As soon
as the youngsters can take their first
steps they are introduced to skiing!
The Union of Stubai Snowboarders
(or UdSSR, not to be confused with

USSR!) is in charge of the Funpark
on the Sennjoch slope. Other events
include the famous powder snow days,
which take place several times a year.
There’s no better way to round off the
experience than stopping off for an
après ski drink at the ‘Schlussliacht’ bar
(www.schlick2000.at).
Top of Tyrol: At the summit of the
Stubai Glacier you will be gifted with
guaranteed clear views ‘as far as
the eye can see’. Visitors here stand
stunned by the immeasurable vista
of no less than one hundred and
nine 3000-meter peaks, providing
an incredible view of the glacier in
its perpetual cloak of snow and ice.
This area is home to one of the most
famous glacier ski regions of the
Alps. Boasting impressive slopes of
up to 3,000 metres in altitude, this
area is Austrias’s vastest glacier ski
region and one of the most famous
in the Alps, featuring downhill runs
totalling 110 kilometres, 25 cable cars
and lift facilities. The Moreboards
Stubai Zoo ranges amongst Europe’s
top snow parks, while thanks to the
new Powder Department freeriders
can not only practice in the exercise
area Gamsgarten but also find their
racing line on ten freeride runs, using
a freeride map and GPS tracks. With
guaranteed snow from October to
June, this enthralling experience is not
just limited to the winter months. In
fact, the season often starts as early as
mid-September. Access to the glacier
is available for visitors to Innsbruck
(and its surrounding holiday villages)
by way of a free ski bus departing from
Innsbruck.

Information:
Innsbruck Tourismus,
T. +43-512-59850,
E. office@innsbruck.info,
www.innsbruck.info or
www.ski-innsbruck.at.

GEH‘ AUF DIE
PIRSCH UND
FOLG‘ DEM

HIRSCH!

1

FINDE DIE JÄGERSTOPS HIER:
FIND THE JÄGERSTOPS HERE:
PISTENJAEGERTOUR.AT

2
3

1

4

ALLE WEITEREN TERMINE UNTER:

JÄGERMEISTER ÖSTERREICH • JAEGERMEISTER.AT •

JAGERMEISTER_AT

VERANTWORTUNGSVOLLER GENUSS AB 18 PLUS. WWW.VERANTWORTUNGSVOLL.AT
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Wilder kaiser

Wilder
Kaiser
Quality offensive at the SkiWelt: new and
improved snowmaking equipment | the Salvenmoos
Söll 10-person “experience” gondola | ski-in & skiout car park and ski depot in Scheffau
27 million for investment in
even more comfort and perfect
slopes at the SkiWelt!
Better and better, more attractive, more modern! Not a year
goes by without improvements at SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser Brixental. More than 27 million euros is being invested this year
too – and with construction of the new Salvenmoos 10-person
“experience” gondola in Hochsöll, another new lift is on the
agenda.

Salvenmoos 10-person
“experience” gondola: a winter
experience perfectly staged
The construction of the new Salvenmoos lift in Hochsöll is the
largest single investment for the coming winter season. The 2-seater
chairlift, built in 1988, will be replaced by a 10-person “experience”
gondola, which will offer guests an entirely new dimension in “cable
car pleasure”. What will this cable car pleasure be like? Let yourself
be surprised!

Winter 2016/17
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leading position even further. Exemplary:
the SkiWelt uses 100% renewable
energy from Tyrolean hydropower in
the operation of all its systems. On the
subject of energy: the electric charging
stations in the car parks will be further
expanded – they are available free of
charge during a day on the slopes.

Ladies’ Day, which is every Wednesday.
Day tickets for just € 35.50 plus deposit,
instead of € 47.00!

A major project is on the agenda at
SkiWelt Scheffau: the parking deck is
being improved and equipped with
a lift, making all three parking levels
conveniently connected and easily
accessible. 140 new parking spaces for
convenient ski pleasure and parking
right by the bottom lift station –
meaning: skiing right down to the car
park (ski in & ski out). A brand new ski
depot is also something to look forward
to, with 300 heated and ventilated
cupboards each accommodating up
to three pairs of skis – a service more
and more winter sports fans are keen to
take advantage of. The depots can be
reserved at the ticket counter – for a day,
a week or the whole season.

Kaiser - Brixental is now part of the
world’s biggest ski ticket alliance! The
range offered by the popular Kitzbühel
Alps AllStarCard was tripled in one go
and now includes 25 ski regions in 6
provinces.

The SkiWelt is part
of the world’s
biggest ski ticket
140 new free parking alliance: over
2,750 kilometres of
spaces and a new
slopes with just one
ski depot at the
ticket!
Scheffau bottom
We saved the best till last! With over
lift station
10% of the slope variety, SkiWelt Wilder

All SkiWelt
connections
with consistent
guaranteed snow
From this coming winter season, no
fewer than 229 of the 284 kilometres of
slopes will have snowmaking and can be
made winter fit within three days.
Almost 100 new snow guns – in total
there are now more than 1,700 snow
guns across the entire SkiWelt, many
improvements in technology and the
supply of snowmaking (10 million
euros alone have been invested in the
expansion of the Kreuzjöchlsee reservoir
at SkiWelt Westendorf) and new slope
equipment: when it comes to comfort
on the slopes, the SkiWelt is setting
standards and continues to expand its

Information:
SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser Brixental Marketing
GmbH A–6306 Söll
T. +43 5333 - 400
E. office@skiwelt.at
www.skiwelt.at
Enquiries:
SkiWelt Presseteam
(presse@skiwelt.at)

From 10th January:
real savings with
SkiWelt day tickets
On Men’s Day, every Tuesday, all men
pay the youth rate for day or part-day
tickets. The same applies to ladies, on

Consequently, for an unbeatable
price of € 680.00 (advance season
ticket purchase), no fewer than 2,750
kilometres of slopes and over 900
cable cars can be used with just one
ski pass. The AllStarCard is available as
day tickets (1-14 days), as a 10-day ski
pass for random use and, of course, as a
season pass - our tip for frequent skiers.
With 90 cable cars and lifts, 284
kilometres of slopes for all ability levels
– almost all of them with state-of-theart snowmaking equipment (of 229
kilometres of slope with snowmaking,
120 kilometres can be made ski-fit in
just 3 days) – and 77 cosy Alpine huts,
SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser – Brixental is one
of the biggest and most modern ski
resorts in the world.

High. Higher.
Hintertux Glacier.
... 3,250 metres above sea level

www.hintertuxergletscher.at
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Emotions
in White!

At the heart of the Tux and
Zillertal Alps lies the most
beautiful Tyrolean high mountain
valley, the Tuxertal valley. A 100%
snow guarantee goes without
saying here, because the altitude
of 850 to 3,250 meters above sea
level ensures non-stop snow
from October till May!
A desire for infinity.

A desire for powder snow.

With 62 modern lift facilities in
five ski areas, which cover a total
of 196 kilometres of slope, the Skiund Gletscherwelt Zillertal 3000
is a superlative ski region. Insiders
recommend a piste tour from
Penkenjoch-Finkenberg via the
Rastkogel ski area to the Eggalm. And
last but not least – the amazing Hintertux
Glacier! Anyone who wants to complete
an entire glacier circuit will have to
conquer 15,000 metres in altitude and
60 downhill kilometres in just one day.
The artificially snow-covered downhill
runs to Tux-Vorderlanersbach, TuxLanersbach and Hintertux are pure
pleasure for every winter sports fan!

Austria’s only all-year skiing resort,
the Hintertux Glacier, opens up its
60 kilometres of fantastic natural
snow ski runs with a guaranteed
powder snow coating from October
till May. The magnificent view of the
surrounding 3000 m peaks provided
from the panorama terrace at 3,250
m above sea level and 365 days of
skiing and snowboarding fun each
year make the Hintertux Glacier the
“world’s best glacial ski resort”. The
newly opened Spannagelhaus and the
Tuxer Fernerhaus, featuring the table
service restaurant “Wirtshaus zum Tuxer
Ferner”, invite you to stop off and enjoy
great catering services!

A desire for winter feeling.
A total of 28 km of prepared crosscountry ski tracks and 2 natural ice
skating rinks with curling alleys in TuxLanersbach and Finkenberg provide
winter sport enthusiasts great off-slope
alternatives. Three illuminated natural
toboggan runs featuring traditional
mountain huts and restaurants, such
as the Höllensteinhütte, the Grieralm
and the Bichlalm, which add an extra
portion of conviviality to your holidays.
68 kilometres of cleared winter hiking
trails ensure wintry variety. Exploring the
pristine winter landscape with modern
snowshoes, experiencing pure nature,
breathing in the fresh, healthy air and
simply soaking up the tranquil calm to
top up one’s batteries for everyday life;
that’s winter wellness in Tux-Finkenberg.

Winter 2016/17
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A desire for Alpine fun.
Relax, chill out and savour the rays of sunshine! The 30
ski huts and restaurants with sun terraces in the Ski- &
Gletscherwelt Zillertal 3000 deserve their ‘traditional &
authentic’ or ‘stylish & trendy’ titles. The party bars and
discos run at full throttle till deep into the night and the
party beat goes on till dawn…. The event programme of
the upcoming winter also has lots in store, whether in the
hotels, bars or at the Tux-Center. Masterly acrobatic feats
performed by the Tux ski schools can be seen again at the
“Fire on Snow” ski show in the Arena Hinteranger in TuxLanersbach. The Nightliner takes all party animals, culture
fans and revellers quickly and comfortably through the Tux
and Finkenberg event mile.

A desire for family fun.
The top station of the Eggalm lifts features a Kinderpark
with ski carrousel, magic carpet, baby lift and snowtubing
to give the kids their first taste of snow fun. The FamilyPark Hintertux on the Sommerberg is the ideal location
for kids to get a first taste of freestyle fun. Kids will find
that learning the skills of skiing and snowboarding at
any of the five ski schools is simply child’s play. The Tux
family specialists also know exactly what the youngest
guests need for an action-packed holiday. The “Playarena”
is a 1,000 m² large indoor games hall, that awaits
younger guests with an action-packed fun and animation
programme and lots of cool attractions. Hence, boredom is
foreign to Tux-Finkenberg!

www. rentforfun.eu
offering Mayrhofens best selection and quality

20%
discount
for online bookings

Hauptstraße 479
6290 Mayrhofen, Austria
Tel: +43 5285 62286
Email: iankilgour@rentforfun.eu
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winter skin and hair care

WINTER
SKIN AND
HAIR CARE
During the winter months, our skin can become a little
dehydrated and lose all its lustre, leaving you looking
rather dry and pasty which is not a great combination. To
keep you feeling and looking your best, I have suggested
a few hints & tips, and recommended some products that I
consider to be winter ‘essentials’
Jennifer Jane is a freelance Makeup Artist, Beauty Writer and Vlogger based between London and the Balearics.
You can follow her work on instagram @jenniferjaneMUA and Youtube www.jenniferjane.tv

Tips for healthy winter skin
Constantly moving from a cold
environment into a cosy heated one
has a major drying effect on the skin.
Exfoliating with a formula or mitts will
gently remove dry patches of skin,
allowing new skin cells to develop.
Exfoliate a couple of times a week for
softer feeling skin.
Moisturising is essential if you want
to maintain soft and smooth skin.
However, contrary to popular belief,
you don’t have to increase the
consistency. A thicker cream can
actually cause you more harm than
good as an overdose of lipids can trap
dead skin cells leaving a rather dull
appearance. Have a good look around
for a consistency that is going to be

good for your skin type not just for the
time of year.
Use a gentle cleanser - As we tend
to have dryer skin this time of year,
its often a good idea to change from
your usual cleanser as they can often
prove to be a little harsh giving you
problematic skin. Choose a mild soap
or cleanser such as Dove or Cetaphil.

Hints for healthy winter hair
Use a gentle shampoo - Choose a
shampoo that won’t strip your hair

of moisture such as Bumble and
Bumble. It’s a luxurious shampoo that
moisturises and shines as it gently
cleanses. It is also important to cut
down on frequent washing, as it has a
very drying effect on the scalp.
Use a deeper conditioner - Leavein conditioners work wonders, as
the colder weather tends to dry out
your tresses. They offer you more
protection, moisture and shine and
protect your hair from the elements. It’s
also worth investing in a decent mask
such as Kerastase Masquintense. Apply
and rinse once a week.

“Your hair and skin respond differently in cooler
temperatures, so it is important that you adjust your
routine accordingly”
Winter 2016/17

Top tip
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If you are suffering
from a fetching pair of dry
scaly lips simply dab on some
Vaseline, massage in with
a toothbrush then remove
excess. Repeat a few times
until lips are silky smooth
rather than representing
a dead fish!

winter skin and hair care

JJ Recommends

Carmex Original
Formula

L’Occitane Shea Butter
Hand Cream

To keep lips well
moisturised especially
if you are going skiing
this season. It replaces
moisture lost from the
wind, sun and dry air.
It not only moisturises,
but helps to heal already
chapped lips.

Hands always get dry
and chapped in winter
so I use L’ Occitane Shea
Butter Hand cream. The
smoothing lotion will
renew your hands in no
time at all and contains
20% pure shea, honey
and sweet almond
extracts and butter and
smells divine!

Caudalie Moisturising
Cream-Mask Face and
Eyes

Aesop Rose Hair & Scalp Jouve Dark Spot
Corrector and
Moisturising Masque
Brightening Cream
This hydrating rich silky

This little beauty soothes
and rejuvenates even the
driest skin and is gentle
enough for use around
the sensitive eye area, as
well as the face, leaving
skin supple, moist and
healthy. Use once or
twice a week.

cream deeply conditions,
leaving hair soft,
lustrous, nourished and
moisturised.

Corrects, evens,
hydrates, and nourishes
for beautifully youthful
looking skin. Natural
essences visibly
improve dry, rough
areas for an incredibly
smooth look and feel.
Multifunctional extracts
not only moisturize, they
also protect from the
harsh effects of one’s
environment.

Photographs by: Lesauvage.tv

Party face perfection
It’s the one time of year we are expected to pull
out all the stops on the beauty front and there
are plenty of looks to choose from but my all time
favourite is the Smokey Eye.
Top tips for an easy Smokey Eye
Where smokey eyes are concerned, I like
to apply the eyes first as it’s easier to tidy
up any fall out or smudges from the eye
makeup.
1.	Start by applying your usual
moisturizer and a little lip balm .
2.	Apply your eyeliner underneath your
bottom lashes first. Blend the liner
with a small pointy brush to give the
line a nice soft appearance. Remove
any unwanted smudges with a cue tip.
3	Apply liner to the upper lash line as
close to the lash line as possible and
blend to soften. It’s a good idea to

always start with less and add more as
you go along for more definition as it’s
easier to add than it is to take away.
4.	To make it more intense add a black
eye shadow on top of the liner and
blend outwards towards the crease.
Do the same on the bottom line but
use a smaller brush and blend.
5.	If you have any fallout or smudges at
this point use a makeup remover wipe
or something similar to remove (hence
the back to front application tip!!).
6.	Apply your foundation, blusher and a
nudish lip. I especially like Rouge Volupte
Shine 09 by Yves Saint Laurent.

Top tip
To party proof your
makeup, mist your face
with a light coverage of
hairspray! Its may sound
rather bizarre but it
works wonders!

